As data integration over the Web has become an increasing demand, there is a growing desire to use XML as a standard format for data exchange. For sharing their grammars efficiently, most of the XML documents in use are associated with a document structure description, such as DTD or XML schema. However, the document structure information is not utilized efficiently in previously proposed techniques of XML query processing. In this paper, we present a novel technique that reduces the disk I/O complexity of XML query processing. We design a schemabased numbering scheme called SPAR that incorporates both structure information and tag names extracted from DTD or XML schema. Based on SPAR, we develop a mechanism called VirtualJoin that significantly reduces disk I/O workload for processing XML queries. As shown by experiments, VirtualJoin outperforms many prior techniques.
Introduction
The ability to present data having heterogeneous structures has made XML [6] a prominent standard for data exchange over the Internet. With the boom of Web services, the amount of data that is stored in the XML format is increasing at a high rate. Therefore, an XML query engine that can deal efficiently with a large amount of XML data is the main focus of interest in any XML database design.
The structure of an XML document can be represented by a rooted label tree called XML tree. Queries about XML data typically specify elements by selection predicates and the elements' tree structural order, such as parent-child, ancestor-descendant, etc, that must obey a schematic hierarchy determined in a document structure description of the XML data. Therefore, verifying the structural order of XML elements is an essential function of XML query processing.
Since document structure descriptions allow XML documents exchanged over the web share their grammars, most of XML documents in use are associated with a DTD or XML schema. In previous techniques, the schematic information from DTD or XML schema is used mainly for designing XML data storage. For example, in [2] the schematic information is used for clustering XML data apManuscript received January 4, 2005. Manuscript revised June 27, 2005. † The author is with the IMI Project of COE Program, Nagoya University, Nagoya-shi, 464-8601 Japan.
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propriately into tables of a RDBMS. Recent works [3] , [5] , [15] - [17] on XML query processing are based on the notion of structural joins, which select the pairs of XML elements from candidate sets such that a given structural order holds. The structural join approach facilitates queries about main components, namely element type, order, and predicate, of XPath [8] expressions. However, there is a drawback of the existing structural join techniques due to their heavy disk I/O workload. Concretely, the techniques require index data of all elements participating in a query to be loaded from secondary memory.
In this paper, we propose a novel technique for XML query processing called VirtualJoin that utilizes the schematic information extracted from DTDs or XML schema to reduce the disk I/O complexity of query processing. The core of our technique is a schema-based numbering scheme called SPAR (for Schema-based PAth indicatoR) * * that incorporates both structure and information about tag name of XML elements. SPAR of a node expresses the structure of the node path for the node, rather than just the identification of the node as proposed in previous numbering schemes. When SPAR is used, if the identifier and tag name of an element are known, the identifier and tag name of the parent element, as well as those of all of its ancestor elements, can be determined without any disk I/O. Based on this property of SPAR, VirtualJoin reduces the number of elements, index data of which is required for processing a query, hence the disk I/O complexity is reduced.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the relevant previous works. Section 3 introduces the background notions of our technique. Sections 4 and 5 present SPAR and its specific versions. Features of SPAR are discussed in Sect. 6. Section 7 describes the VirtualJoin mechanism and its application. Section 8 presents the experimental results and Sect. 9 concludes this paper with suggestions for future work.
Related Works
We review previous work, to which our research is related. A compact presentation of the structure of data is an essential component in the design of semistructured databases. In [14] , [18] , [19] , the structure of semistructured data is summarized by a direct graph that can be used for forming queries. An approach using DTD to clustering XML data in a RDBMS's tables is presented in [2] . In [23] , both XML structure and values are presented by structure-encoded sequences and the problem of XML query processing becomes the problem of non-contiguous subsequence matching.
Among the solutions proposed so far, a numbering scheme is a powerful technique. A numbering scheme assigns identifiers to elements of an XML document such that the hierarchical order of two elements can be determined just by using their identifiers. For the purpose, the UID method [1] assigns consecutive integers starting from one to the nodes of an XML tree, assuming that each of internal nodes has the same degree. The identifier of a node generated by this method can be computed from the identifier of one of its child node. Since the identifiers's generation depends on the maximum degree of the nodes in actual XML instances, in practice, the method produces large and not robust identifiers. In [20] , we generalized the idea and proposed a recursive UID that is robust in structural update and applicable to practically large XML documents. An attempt to embed an XML tree into a binary tree is discussed in [11] . However, the height of the containing binary tree may be high due to the large degrees of nodes in the XML document.
In recent work [3] , [5] , [12] , [13] , [15] - [17] , a 3-tuple (startPos, endPos, level), or its variants, is assigned to each XML element of an XML document. The presentation is used for joining XML elements according to a structural relationship or for pruning search scope of an XML query. To accelerate the structural joins, Stack-TreeDesc [15] uses stacks to reduce the number of pairs of elements to be tested. PathStack [16] also uses stacks to compactly present the partial and total answers of structural joins. In [17] , the presentation is used for mapping the nodes in an XML tree to the corresponding points in a plane, hence the R-tree index can be exploited efficiently. In [12] , a stablist is used for managing the pairs of elements for which the ancestor-descendant order holds. However, the index does not support the parent-child relationship well.
Although independently developed, our method has a similarity with BLAS [24] in using two types of indices for query processing. However, the approaches have an essential difference. We use the schematic information from DTD and XML schema, whereas BLAS exploits a mapping from path queries and XML nodes to intervals called P-labeling. By checking the containment of the intervals, the inclusion of a node in the result of a query can be determined.
Intuitive but effective approaches to express the structure of XML data is to use a list of enumerated path types existing in an XML document. In XRel [4] , querying the structure of XML data is performed by verifying the pattern of the stored path types using a built-in function in SQL. There is a difference between our method and such pathbased techniques. Path-based techniques are just suitable for processing XML data conforming to non-recursive DTDs, in which an element and any of its descendant must have different tag names. For recursive DTDs, that are used commonly in practice, the number of acceptable path types is infinite. Therefore, a fixed list of path types cannot completely express the structure of XML data. The solution to build the list incrementally is costly since it may require updating a large portion of index data. Our method distinguishes it from path-based approaches by its ability to deal effectively with both non-recursive and recursive types of DTD.
Hierarchical Order of XML Elements
A DTD or an XML schema contains the description of the hierarchy of XML elements. For example, a DTD may have the element type declarations shown in Fig. 1 . The element hierarchy expressed by these element type declarations is depicted in Fig. 2 .
According to these declarations, any element company has a parent element personnel. The structure of an XML document is simple if the tag name of the parent element of any element in the document can be determined uniquely. However, the condition is not always true for person. The parent element of an element person may be either an element personnel or an element person. In the latter case, the element hierarchy is called recursive. The multiple choice and recursiveness make the structure of XML documents more complex. An XML document conforming to the DTD is shown in Fig. 3 .
The hierarchy of elements also are described in the complex element descriptions in XML schema. For example, the following statement:
<xs:element name="name"> <xs:complexType> <xs:sequence> <xs:element name="family" type="xs:string"/> <xs:element name="given" type="xs:string"/> </xs:sequence> </xs:complexType> </xs:element> indicates that each element name has one element family and one element given, the type of both of them is 'string'.
For simplicity, we use the notation of DTD to refer to document structure descriptions in the rest of this paper. In addition, the notions XML document and XML tree are used interchangeably.
SPAR: A Schema-Based Numbering Scheme
In this section, we describe the design, the construction, and the index functions for exploiting SPAR.
Design of SPAR
SPAR assigns to each XML node of an XML tree a structural identifier, denoted by sid, in which the information about the structure of the XML document, namely the clue about possible tag name of its parent node, is embedded. In a DTD, the information is expressed by the list of pairs of parentchild tag names. To be embedded in sid, each pair of tag names of parent and child nodes in the DTD is mapped to an integer called parent-child tag indicator or . The mapping is designed so that the tag name of a child node and the corresponding  can uniquely determine the tag name of the parent node. In other words, the following dependencies, called structural dependencies of the DTD, hold:
According to the dependencies, if the child nodes of two pairs have the same tag name then these pairs are mapped to different s. We represent such a mapping by a table called StruDTD that has three columns , , and . These columns contain the tag names of parent elements, the tag names of child elements, and the corresponding parentchild tag indicator, respectively. In terms of the relational data model, dependencies (1) and (2) mean  and -, respectively, functionally depends on the other two columns in StruDTD. In practice, the size of StruDTD is small enough to be kept in main memory comfortably. Hereafter, when we refer to a table StruDTD, we assume that dependencies (1) and (2) hold. Let the functions representing the dependencies (1) and (2) be denoted by findPCTAGID() and parentTAG(), respectively. The maximum value of  is called the f anout of StruDTD.
StruDTD is constructed from a DTD or XML schema using a DTD or XML schema parser. Note that StruDTD can be constructed even from a recursive DTD. For a given DTD, there are many ways to construct mapping (1) such that dependency (2) holds. Therefore, we can construct specific versions of StruDTD to tailor SPAR for particular needs. The number of lines in a table StruDTD depends on from which DTD it is constructed.
Example 1:
A table StruDTD corresponding to the element hierarchy in Fig. 2 and having a fanout equal to 4 is shown in Table 1 . Note that the pairs (personnel, person) and (person, person) are mapped to different s.
In Table 1 , the sid of a tag is larger than the sid of any of its left siblings in the element hierarchy. Without this requirement, we can construct a table StruDTD that has a fanout equal to 3.
Algorithm for SPAR Construction
Given a table StruDTD such that dependencies (1) and (2) hold, let f denote its fanout. Let T be an XML tree rooted at r. If n is a node of T then the parent node, the tag name, and the sid of n are denoted by parent(n), n.tag, and n.sid, respectively. The sid of the nodes of an XML tree are gen- erated in a depth-first traversal as shown in Algorithm ConstructSPAR below.
Algorithm: ConstructSPAR
if n is r 3.
n.sid ← 1; 4.
Let us explain the intuition of Algorithm ConstructSPAR. The sid of a node that is a child of the node p is the sum of a basic value computed from the sid of p plus the  of the child node and p (steps 5 and 6). By design, the parent-child tag indicators express the schematic information extracted from DTD or XML schema. Therefore, the schematic information is also incorporated into the sid of the node. Since the root node always has the sid equal to one, the sid of a child node can be determined based on the sid of its parent node, and the sid generation is processed in a depth-first traversal, we have the following observation: Proposition 1: Algorithm ConstructSPAR successfully assigns sids to the nodes of any XML tree after one pass.
Example 2:
The nodes of the XML tree in Fig. 4 is enumerated by SPAR using StruDTD in Table 1 . Suppose that we have to compute the sid of the node email that is a child of the node person, whose sid is already known equal to 17. According to Table 1 , findPCTAGID(person, email) is equal to 3, and max(findPCTAGID()) is equal to 4. Therefore, the sid of the name is 4 × (17 − 1) + 1 + 3, which is equal to 68.
The cost of the function findPCTAGID() is equal to log 2 (size(StruDTD)). Therefore, the cost of running Algorithm ConstructSPAR for an XML tree T is equal to O(log 2 (size(StruDTD)) × (size(T))), where size(T) denotes the number of nodes of T.
Index Functions for Exploiting SPAR
To exploit the schematic information embedded in sid for processing XML queries, we use two functions parentSID() and nameID(), called index functions, to determine the tag names of the ancestors of a given node based on the node's sid. Given the sid of a child node, the index functions can be used to compute: (1) the sid of the parent node, and (2) the  corresponding to the child node and the parent node.
For a given node n, the index function parentSID() of n.sid for computing the sid of the parent node of n is defined as the following:
This function is similar to the one introduced in [1] . However, it is worth to notice that we apply this function to a numbering scheme that is more comprehensive and flexible than the scheme proposed in [1] that assigns consecutive integers starting from one to the nodes of an XML tree. The second index function nameID() of n.sid for computing  that corresponds to n and its parent node is defined as the following:
Lemma 1: If sids of nodes in an XML tree are generated by Algorithm ConstructSPAR then for a given node of the tree, the sid and the tag name of its parent node can be determined.
Proof: Let p denote the parent node of n. From the steps 5 and 6 of Algorithm ConstructSPAR, we have
Divide to f > 0, we have
Thus, the sid of p can be computed by the function parentSID. Furthermore, to determine the tag name of p, from (6) and f > 0, we have
From (4), (5), and (7), we have nameID(n.sid) = findPCTAGID(p.tag, n.tag)
From dependencies 1 and 2, we have parentTAG(findPCTAGID(p.tag, n.tag), n.tag) = p.tag (9) From (9) and (8),
Therefore, the tag name of p is determined by the functions parentTAG() and nameID(). Lemma 1 holds. For a given node, the tag names of all ancestor nodes of the node can be determined without any disk I/O by applying Lemma 1 recursively. In Sect. 7, this property will be used for avoiding a number of intermediate structural joins in XML query processing.
Example 3:
Suppose we are at the node email having the sid equal to 68, in Fig. 4 . Since f = 4, parentSID(68) is (68−2)/4 +1, which is equal to 17, and nameID(68) is 68− 4 × (68 − 2)/4 − 1, which is equal to 3. According Table 1 , parentTAG('email', 3) returns 'person'. Therefore, the sid and the tag name of the parent node of the current node email are 17 and person.
Customization of SPAR
Since there are various ways to construct StruDTD such that dependencies (1) and (2) hold for a given class of XML documents, SPAR can be flexibly customized on demand. In this section, we present two specific versions of SPAR that meet different criteria widely considered in XML query processing.
Sibling-Unordered SPAR
In the unordered version of SPAR (or USPAR for short), only the parent-child and ancestor-descendant relationships are considered. For example, the elements that correspond to either the first or the second b in the DTD declaration <!ELEMENT a (b?, c * , b)> are treated equally as unordered children of an element a.
For a given tag name b in a DTD, if there is only one tag a such that b appears in the element type declaration of a then dependency (2) holds whatever the value  is. In other words, dependency (2) is reduced to child tag −→ parent tag. For such a pair (a, b), we can assign any number, e.g. zero or one, to .
Construction of StruDTD for USPAR
The rows of a table StruDTD of USPAR initially are generated corresponding to the pairs of parent-child tags in a DTD and all the values  are equal to one. In order to make dependency (2) hold, we have to stretch the column  of the table. It means that for a given b, if ∃ a 1 , a 2 , and b such that a 1 a 2 but findPCTAGID(a 1 , b) = findPCTAGID(a 2 , b) then we set findPCTAGID(a 2 , b) equal to min {i | ¬∃ c: findPCTAGID(c, b ) = i}. It is obvious that findPCTAGID(a 1 , b) findPCTAGID(a 2 , b).
Sibling-Ordered SPAR
In the sibling-ordered version of SPAR (or OSPAR for short), the order of siblings is taken into account, e.g. the elements corresponding to the first b in the DTD declaration <!ELEMENT a (b?, c * , b)> are treated differently from the ones corresponding to the second b. By referring to the property, we mean that when OSPAR is used, the sids of the child nodes of a node reasonably reflect the order in which these nodes appear in the XML tree containing them. However, since a node can have a larger number of child nodes named by the same tag, in order to reduce the size of sids and make them robust on node insertion, we group related child nodes in a cluster, where the nodes are assigned the same sid.
OSPAR for a Basic Element Type Declaration
Let us discuss how to construct StruDTD for basic declarations first. We call an element type declaration that can be expressed in the form:
where b i (i = 1 · · · k) are tag names such that two consecutive tags are different and σ i is either empty or one of cardinalities '?', ' * ', and '+', a basic declaration. For such a declaration, let the group of consecutive sibling nodes having the same tag name corresponding to b i (i = 1 · · · k) be denoted c-group. The index of a c-group according to b i is equal to i.
Initially, an XML node is assigned a number, called core , that is equal to the index of the c-group containing the node. To determine the actual s, we stretch the core  to make dependency (2) hold. Specifically, first the rows in the table StruDTD are generated corresponding to pairs of parent-child tags in the DTD and all the values  are set to be the core . If ∃ a 1 , a 2 , and b such that a 1 a 2 but findPCTAGID(a 1 , b) = findPCTAGID(a 2 , b), then we find a smallest integer such that when it is added to the core  of all of the child nodes of a 2 , ¬∃ a, c: findPCTAGID(a, c) = findPC-TAGID(a 2 , c). Since the number of tag names in a DTD is finite, this stretching process always stops after a number of steps.
The table StruDTD shown in Table 1 is an example of OSPAR. Since the core  of both of the pairs (personnel, person) and (person, person) are equal to 3, the core  of all pairs (person, * ) were adjusted by being increased by one, that made  of (person, person) equal to 4.
Complex DTD Declaration Decomposition
For complex DTD declarations, we decompose them into basic declarations using intermediate elements. Theoretically, the specification of the type of an element in a DTD may be complex.
For example, an element a can be defined by an element type declaration such as <!ELEMENT a ((b, c, d) * , (e, f) * )>. This declaration can be presented by an equivalent group of DTD declarations <!ELEMENT g (b, c, d)>, <!ELEMENT h (e, f)>, and <!ELEMENT a (g * , h * )>. Furthermore, it is not necessary to assign distinct sid to the elements participating in the choice list of content particles in an element type declaration since they can be considered "replaceable by each other".
Formally, the following decomposition rules are applicable to complex DTD element type declarations: After the transformation, a complex declaration can be expressed by a number of basic element type declarations, OSPAR of which can be generated as discussed in Sect. 5.2.1.
Application of USPAR and OSPAR
USPAR is suitable for light weight XML query processing engines that consider only the descendant and child XPath axes in querying about structure of XML data. For example, in a Postal catalog system published as a set of statically interlinked HTML, the most important relationship is isA that is equivalent to the ancestor-descendant relationship.
OSPAR can be applied in the applications, where the data items of some types have to be located in a strict order. For example, in a book, although the Appendices can be considered as elements text, they have to be put at the end of the book.
Features of SPAR
We discuss some features of SPAR that are important for dealing with the changeability of the structure of XML instances.
Robustness on Structural Update
In the construction of SPAR, we reserve the sids for the nodes that will possibly be inserted in an XML document. Let us consider two kinds of structural updates as follows:
1. An uncertain occurrence of an element that is specified by the cardinality '?' in the element type declaration of its parent element. For example, an element a declared by the element type declaration <!ELEMENT a (b?, c * , d)> may or may not have a child node b. When SPAR is used, the sid for the b is reserved explicitly.
2. An insertion of a node into a group of nodes having the same tag name that is specified by the cardinalities '*' or '+' in the declaration of their parent node. According to the above DTD declaration, the node a may have a number of nodes c. When SPAR is used, all of these nodes c have the same sid, so a new node c does not make the sids of the existing nodes c changed.
In both cases, SPAR is robust on structural update caused by the insertion of a new node.
Compactness
SPAR is compact in terms that the fanout of StruDTD that is used to compute sid in Algorithm ConstructSPAR is fixed for a given findPCTAGID() and does not depend on the maximal degree of the nodes in actual XML instances. In our experiments, although the chosen DTD was complex, the fanout of StruDTD was found to be relatively small. Moreover, the coding size of SPAR does not depend on the size of tag names of elements and attributes.
Virtual Joins Using SPAR
The hierarchy information of XML elements encoded by SPAR can be utilized in various ways. In this section, we present an application of SPAR to reduce the I/O complexity of XML query evaluation.
XML Element Presentation
In order to present fully the location of an XML element in an XML instance, we use a pair [sid, ord] , where sid is a SPAR and ord is a 3-tuple (docID, startPos, endPos), where docID, startPos, and endPos have natural meanings. The combination of sid and ord allows the disk I/O workload needed for processing a query be optimal by avoiding many intermediate structural joins. We call the mechanism VirtualJoin by that we imply the joins running in main memory. First, we describe auxiliary functions for VirtualJoin.
findParentSidAndTag: given an XML node, first this function computes the sid of the parent node of the node and their  by calling parentSID() and nameID(). The  then is used in the function parentTAG() to find the tag name of the parent node. generateNodePath: this function establishes the full node path for a given node by recursively calling the function findParentSidAndTag(). findAncByName: for a given node, this function checks the existence of ancestors having a specific tag name by using the function generateNodePath(). If such ancestors exist, the lowest ancestor is returned.
Next we will describe VirtualJoin for three types of queries: the basic path-predicate, the complex pathpredicate, and the twig types.
Basic Path-Predicate Queries
A simple and common XML query can be represented by a path expression ending with a predicate.
Definition 1:
An XML query is called a basic pathpredicate query if it is expressed in the form:
is either the child axis '/' or the descendant axis '//', and P is a predicate on the value of a k .
The predicate P is optional. An example of a basic path-predicate query is "person/name[given = 'Smith']". Using the structural join approach to process a basic pathpredicate query, all the nodes having the tag names a i , i k, and the nodes having the tag name a k filtered by the predicate P participate in structural joins. Therefore, the index data of all these nodes must be loaded into main memory.
In contrast, VirtualJoin just requires the index data of only a k that satisfy the predicate P being loaded in main memory † . For each node a i k of the set, VirtualJoin calls the function generateNodePath() to establish the node path of the node incrementally while it checks if the path matches the pattern a 1 1 a 2 2 · · · k−1 a k . The testing process runs totally in main memory and, for disqualified nodes, it may terminate early before the full node path is generated. VirtualJoin can process the ancestor-level joins, where the hierarchy level is required, such as "a/b", "a/ * /b", as well as the "a//b" join. We can deduce whether the node path of a node a k matches the path a 1 1 a 2 2 · · · k−1 a k from the pattern matching problem [22] . Note that VirtualJoin does not require the candidate nodes to be sorted.
Complex Path-Predicate Queries
A path query may contain a number of selection predicates. 
Twig Queries
The general form of XML queries typically specify elements by selection predicates, and their tree structure relationship that can be represented as a node label twig pattern with or without predicates in the leaf nodes. VirtualJoin processes a twig query by decomposing it into subqueries (see Fig. 5 ) that can be evaluated as complex path-predicate queries. The result elements of these subqueries are then joined like the joining of the intermediate results presented in Sect. 7.3. In general, the disk I/O workload of VirtualJoin is optimized since only the index data of elements that have to be verified by predicates, or belong to the candidate set of the output, or the branch elements, is loaded. In Example 4, the index data of person, city, and text is needed to perform the joins.
Experiments
We implemented a prototype of VirtualJoin to evaluate its efficiency. We parsed XML data using a SAX parser available from the Xerces project [7] to generate indices. The main data structure is the following:
<scx, element_name, add_infor> where scx consists of sid, generated by OSPAR, and ord, element_name is the tag names of XML elements and attributes, and add_infor is additional information including an element or attribute indicator and a pointer to data. The data is indexed on scx and element_name using B + -tree sorted by the scx.ord.startPos. The indices were stored in a Berkeley DB engine [9] . The other modules of the prototype were written in Java.
We compared the VirtualJoin with the methods Stack-Tree-Desc in [15] , PathStack in [16] , and P-labeling of BLAS in [24] by measuring the total time needed for query processing, including the times for loading the indexed data and performing joins. Although BLAS was developed in a RDBMS, a comparison of VirtualJoin with P-labeling of BLAS implemented on the same platform still provided meaningful information.
Experimental Setup
The experiments were conducted on a workstation running Windows XP Professional with a 2-GHz CPU. We used six XMark [10] datasets, the sizes of which ranged from 23.4 to 175 MB. Since path queries are primary components of any XML query, we decided to evaluate our technique using a set of path queries that featured various complexities of structural joins. The queries contained both '/' and '//' axes and included short, medium, and long location paths, as follows: Although all queries in the experiments start with '//', these queries are not intentionally biased in favor of our approach. Since a query starting with '/' can be interpreted as a query starting with '//', hence it is unnecessary to include queries starting with '/' in the test queries. For example, if a query is "/a/b", then a should be the root of the documents satisfying this query. Therefore, the query is equivalent to '//r/b', supposing r is the root element.
Experimental Results and Analysis
The experimental results are shown in Fig. 6 , where our method, Stack-Tree-Desc, PathStack, and PathStack of BLAS are abbreviated by SCX, STD, PS, and P-Label respectively.
Comparison with Stack-Tree-Desc and PathStack
We compare VirtualJoin with Stack-Tree-Desc and PathStack using all six queries. The elapsed times for processing Q 1 and Q 2 , which both involve a single parentchild join, are shown in Figs. 6 (a), (b) . In Q 1 , the elements closed auction and item are positioned near to the root element in the hierarchical tree of XMark documents and the cardinalities of the candidate sets corresponding to the elements are small. Therefore, the impact of saving in I/O workload is not significant. Even in this case, the VirualJoin is slightly better than Stack-TreeDesc and PathStack in Fig. 6 (a) . The candidate sets of the join in Q 2 have large cardinalities, hence the advantage of VirualJoin is more significant, as shown in Fig. 6 (b) .
Queries Q 3 , Q 4 and Q 5 , two last ones borrowed from [17] , contained several ancestor-descendant joins. The elapsed times for processing the queries with different data sets are shown in Figs. 6 (c), (d), (e). As expected, the descendant axis '//' is processed efficiently using VirualJoin and the advantage of VirualJoin over Stack-Tree-Desc and PathStack is significant.
A number of queries introduced in XMark have complex structures. One example is Q 6 that means: "Print the keywords in emphasis in annotations of closed auctions". The elapsed time for processing the query is shown in Fig. 6 (f) . For this complex query, the advantage of VitualJoin over Stack-Tree-Desc and PathStack is very clear. This can be explained, for such queries, by that the amount of index data saved by VirtualJoin from being loaded from secondary memory is large. Using VirualJoin, the index data of only keyword in Q 6 was loaded and the remaining part of the evaluation process was done in main memory.
In our query set, the join workloads increased from queries Q 1 to Q 6 . For comparison to Stack-Tree-Desc and PathStack, there is an interesting tendency that the advantage of VirtualJoin steadily increased in proportion to the size of the experimental data sets as well as the join workload.
Comparison with P-Label of BLAS
The elapsed times of P-Label for processing the simple queries Q 1 and Q 2 and a complex query Q 6 are shown in Figs. 6 (a), (b) , (f). For the queries Q 3 , Q 4 and Q 5 , P-Label is not effective by design since it is unnecessarily applied to the path queries of the length equal to one, hence produces no benefit. In these cases, the performance of P-Label is worse than PathStack, which is used to perform the joins for P-Label's intermediate results. Therefore, we did not test P-Label for the queries Q 3 , Q 4 and Q 5 . Note that SPAR, in contrast to P-Label, does not require intermediate joins in the case a descendant axis occurs.
Although the queries Q 1 , Q 2 , and Q 6 are suffix path queries, that are typically suitable for P-Label, VirtualJoin still provided a better performance. The advantage of our method over P-Label can be best explained by that SPAR is more compact than P-Label.
Comparison with the Path-Based Approaches
As discussed in Sect. 2, since the XMark's DTD used in this paper is recursive, the number of path types acceptable is infinite. For a large XMark dataset, the table storing the list of path types can be very large. Therefore, we can anticipate that an increase in the size of datasets will obviously degrade the performance of a path-based approach. In our method, for a given DTD, whether it is non-recursive or recursive, StruDTD has a fixed size. As shown by our experiments, the performance of SPAR is not severely affected when the size of data is increased.
In [25] we performed some experiments to compare the approach using a list of path types to SPIDER (the previous name of SPAR) in processing the structure part of XML queries. The experiments were done in a XRel system running on a RDBMS's platform using a dataset of 11.3 MB. Note that to be objective, we used a small dataset to make the list of path types short. Even in this context, the performance of SPIDER was found better. As discussed in Sect. 2, it is most possible that the large path table used by XRel makes it slower than the method proposed in [25] .
Conclusion
Existing techniques for processing XML queries do not efficiently utilize the information about document structure, although the information is available for most of XML documents in practice. In this study, we proposed SPAR, a numbering scheme that incorporates both structure and tag name information extracted from DTD or XML schema. Based on SPAR, we developed VirtualJoin, a technique that avoids the disk I/O for unnecessary intermediate structural joins, hence the overall disk I/O complexity of XML query processing is reduced. According to our experiments with various join workloads and dataset's sizes, VirtualJoin is more effective in comparison to many previous proposals.
